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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
The focus of attention by scholars on the small group
has mounted rapidly in the years since World War II.

The

emphasis has e•olved fro• the inception and de•elopment of
the fields or

psychol~gy

and sociology, and more recently,

interpersonal communication "· •• attempting to introduce
the methods or knowledge

or

the hwnan sciences into the study

of leadership" (Browne and Cohn, 1958, p. iii).

There is a

vast amount of literature concerning small group leadership
which spans rrom the late 19th Century to the present .

The

majority or these reported investigations have centered
around the elements of leadership and the effects or overt
leader behavior on the functioning or small groups.

Only a

few investigations ha•• dealt with the effects of covert
leadership upon the inner-feelings of the participants in
small group situations (ct. Wood, 1965; and Wheatley, 1966).
Problem-solving discussion groups are an integral
part or maJlY collective functions within the societal framework, whether they be a business, a classroom, a civic or
social organization.

Frequentl1 the person who enjoys the

status or "decision-maker" in the organization (who may be
called a "leader" or the organization) seeks advice and even
I

solutions to various problems from the outcome or ad hoc

2

discussion groups assigned to formulate the adTice or solution ( s).

Additionally, the leader may desire that he not

participate in formulating the advice or solution(a) in order
to elicit the ideas or the group members rather than their
reactions to his personal proposals.

The advice or solution

may be crucial and ne.e.d ed qu1ckl7, aak1ng it nec.e ssary to
to~

the _groups without advance notice to the members, and

requiring them to function within a limited aaount or time.
Should such a situation occur, the leader is raced
with two significant problems.

First, by what method or

incentive can he elicit the most erteet1Te performance from
the group?
ctioning

or

Second, would it be. more beneficial to the funthe group 1r he remains present and contributes

nothing (a "silent" leader), or it be withdraws altogether
from the setting (an "absent" leader)?
A synthesis or previous research suggested, in
hierarchical fashion, that perhaps the latter alternative to
the second problem might be aost ben.et.icial.

Homans demon-

strated that within the internal s7stem or the group, its
errectivenesa results trom a mutual interdependence or three
(

variables:

sentiment, interaction, and activity (Homans,

1950, pp. 110-119).

Wood (1965) revealed that a trainer

seemed to have an appreciable errect on the participants in
a training group, and also that the lack or a trainer had
some errect.

Within the real•

or

Homans' variables, Wood

showed that the lack or trainer presence made the group:

3

• • • less competitive, more understanding, more willing
to contribute to the group goals, friendlier, and more
attracted to the group. Members in trainerleas groups
also interacted much more freely than did members or
trainer-led groups (Wood, 1965, p. 117).
Wood, however, was concerned with the relationship between
overt trainer participation and the trainerleas conditions
rather than the leader and leader.less ·conditions.
include the oond1t1on

or

He did not

a "silent" trainer.

Wheatley'a atudy (1966), under the direction or Wood,
replaced trainer and trainerless groups with problem-solving
groups and incorporated two new variables, 1.e. the "silent"
leader condition (non-participatory -- non-supervisory), and
anxiety (internally motivated stress).

One or Wheatley's

hypotheses was that leader presence (silent) and its resultant lower sentiment by group membera was a result or increased anxiety produced by the style or leadership.
results did not suppo.rt this hypothesis.

His

He suggested that

the lower sentiment may result trom the ·degree or stress
(task performed) associated with the group, not rrom the
leadership behavior utilized (Wheatley, 1966, pp. 57-83).
Appley pointed out that there are two sides to the
realm

or

stress:

the state "arising rrom internal conflicts "

(anxiety), and the "response to a temporary threat of external origin" (tear) (in Barnlund, 1968, p. 365).

Lanzetta

round that problem-solving discussion groups performed more
effectively under a mild stress condition (Lanzetta , 1955,
p. 50).

The stress utilized by Lanzetta was a time limit

4

or

for performance
external origin.

the tasks J imposed on the group rrom an

The function or the stress imposed was to

create a ". • • s1 tuational stress on the behavior of indi viduals interacting in small groups" (Lanzetta, 1955, p. 29),
which would compliment a simultaneous induction or a motivational factor.

It seems reasonable that it the presence or

a leader has a demonstrable effect on the inner-feelings of
the members

or

a group in terms

or

their sentiment, inter-

action, and activity, but not anxiety, this reduced sentiment,
interaction, and activity may be a result of the external
stress

or

the group situation.

The problem, then, to which this study was addressed
was to discover the effecta, if any, of leader presence and
moderate stress upon small group effectiveness in terms or
sentiment and interaction.

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
For the purposes or this investigation, the reTiew
was limited to that research which has examined the "silent"
and the "absent" styles or leadership in their relation to
the effects or leader preaence in small group processes.
Additionally, literature· or relevant experimental studies
concerning stress, sentiment, and interaction were reviewed .
Styles or Leadership
Silent Leaderahip
The qualities or silent leaderahip in small, problemsolv1ng groups are closely analogous to. those or the human
relations trainer in a T-group 1etting.

That 1a, the leader,

arter having begun the di•cuasion process, withdraws trom
participation and silentl1 observes the . group in action.
Wood was the f1rst to make specific reference to the
importance or the leader•s preaence.

T-group research con-

ducted b7 him at the UniversitJ of Denver proapted the
residual eoJ11nent that:
~he leader's preaenee seeaed to be a aore important
factor than the leader's behavior. It is possible that
the very presence qt a perceiYad status figure . creates
an author1t1 problem that inhibits interaction, increases compet1tivenesa, and decreases the poasio111t1es
for selt disclosure (Wood. 1965, p. 116).

While he did not pursue this area further, Wood suggested
that, "Studies might be conducted to 1nveat1gate the effect

6
or trainer-presence on sentiment and interaction in training
groups" (Wood, 1965, p. 210).
Research conducted by Wheatley at the University or
Denver was the first to incorporate the silent style of
leadership in relation to problem-solving groups.

While his

purpose was not to apec1t1call7 teat the effects ot leader
presence, he noted that the silent leader condition did have
an appreciable effect on the group aembers in terms or
sentiment, status and esteem.

He concluded that in the

revealed sentiment or the subJects:
Competition, from tile standpoint or the individual's
perceptions or the competitiveness or others, was
significantly higher aaong subJects in the 81lent con. di tion. H~wever, the atmosphere in the silent exposure
waa aigniticantly aore fr1endl7. In addition, members
were less willing to say they would have gained more
from the session in another. group (Wheatle7, 1966, p. 83).
Concerning the status or the leader aa perceived

~Y

the

subjects, Wheatley noted:
Subjects ranked the participatory leader as being
higher in status than both the supe.r v1sory and silent
leaders. Moreover, su~Jects in the •ilent condition
a1gn1ticantly ranked their leader as being lower in
status than did aubjecta who ranked the participatory
and supervisory leaders (Wheatley, 1966, pp. 101-102).
The ran.k ed esteem or the leader followed much the same as
that or the ranked status.
Subjects in the participatory condition •1gn1f1cantly
ranked their leader as being higher in esteem than did
subjects in the supervisory and silent exposures.
Participants in the silent condition significantly
ranked their leader being lower in esteem than did
subjects who ranked the participatory and supervisory
leaders (Wheatley> 1966, p. 102).

7

Other than the research or Wheatley and the uses
or this style or trainer in T-groups, silent leadership
has yet to be analyzed in relation to leader presence.
Further substantiation

or

this tact was pointed out b7

McGrath and Altman in their comprehensive .s urvey or small
group research reported.

They concluded:

Notably, • • • there were no data in the sample on • • •
what kind or effect, it any, the presence or a . • .
leader has on task pertormanee ot group members
(McGrath and Altman, 1966, p. 62).
Absent Leadership
The primary attributes or absent leadership for
purposes or this study included an assigned leader who would
begin the discussion process and then withdraw from the
situation altogether,
a later time.

returni~g

to close the discussion at

The function was to counterbalance the silent

leader approach in assessing the effects or leader presence.
The ·theoretical rationale ror th1a style or leader
function, was that (a) if the subjects were aware that a
leader had been designated, and (b) 1r the variable acted
upon them, the presence or the leader could be measured
through

~aly~1s

or

the variables.

that leader presence in this style
be explored..

The review

or

~ndicated

leadership has yet to

In tact, Wheatley' a 1nves.t 1gat1on was the only

reported research to have utilized this approach.
Research

mos~

relevant to absent leadership is

8

embodied under the heading

or

"leaderless" groups.

Hubert

Bonner, in summarizing the leaderless approach, noted that:
A leaderless group ia one in which aeTeral individuals
are confronted b7 a problem that requires cooperation
among its members tor its solution, and in which no
single individual be.comes a focal person. • • In a
leaderless group membe,r s are asked to carry on a
discussion tor a given period or time without a designated leader. The purpose is to assess leadership
tendencies among its members as they participate in a
free discussion (Bonner, 1959, p. 195).
Studies

or

leaderless groups have been concerned with either

the emergence

or

leaders from within the group or with the

traits of members in the situation where no leader has been
designated.
Wheatley varied the purposes of this approach for
his investigation.
Rather, it was the purpose or the investigation to
require the absence or the leader in the leaderless
expoaure. Therefore, the alternative or simply not
being present as a leader, here called "leaderless,"
was explored (Wheatley, 1966, p. 9).
The results revealed that the leaderless exposure acted in
terms

or

sentiment and interaction.

Subjects receiving the leaderless condition felt
less understood by their tellow group members.
Leaderless subjects were more willing to say they
would have gained more from the session in another group.
However, the atmosphere in the leaderless group was significantly more friendly. Morale was highest as
members were significantly more positive in their
evaluation or the problem-solving ability ot their
groups {Wheatley, 1966, p. 83).
Interaction data were obtained by trained interaction
observers counting the number ot utterances made by each
participant.

Analysis of the results revealed that:

9
Participants in the leaderless conditions rated
highest in interaction while subjects in the participatory condition rated lowest on thia particular
variable. Leade?'lesa ·groups more than doubled the
interaction rate or subjects in the participatory and
supervisory conditions. No significant differences
were round between participatory and supervisory;
participatory and silent; 811Pervisory and silent; and
silent and leaderless groups (Wheatley, 1966, p. 87).
Wood (1965) discovered that the rate or interaction
in his T-group experiments also varied significantly.

The

interaction rates in instrumented treatments not utilizing a
trainer (the variable was a questionnaire), were about twice
as high as those treatments utilizing trainer-critique and
trainer-question variables.

Additionally, he reported that :

The presence or the trainer seemed to be a highly
relevant factor in group interaction. Even before
the experimental variables had been introduced, interaction was much lower in groups that included a
trainer. The proportion or utterances between conditions
did not change s1gn1r1cantly over the three periods
(Wood, 1965, p. 83).
Wheatley drew the same conclusion for problemaolving. groups.

His research also indicated that:

The leaderless groups had the h1gheat rate or interaction. In addition, although not statistically significant, the mean interaction or the silent condition
was higher than the mean interaction or the part1cipato17 and supervisory conditions (Wheatley, 1966,
p. 83).
Thill sute researcher suggested that, "Future
studies should be conducted to explore the errectiveness
of this

particula~

condition and ita relationship to the

inner-feelings or small group members."

10

Stress
Since Wheatley (1966) round there to be no interaction between internal stresa (anxiety) and group leadership, the ·r eview was limited to literature concerning
relevant research with ·externally imposed stress.
Rosenzweig defined external stress aa
qualities:

pasa1Ye and active.

havi~g

two

Passive external atress

is one in which no threat to... tJM organism is produced, e.g.

the imposition

or

a time barrier; while active external

stress directly threatens the . group
pp. 33-47).

(er.

Rosenzweig, 1944,

Bruner and Postman (1948) validated his

definitions by errec.ti ve1·1 creating the two types or stress .
The work
e~re~ts

Worl.d

or

Grinker and Speigel (1945) documented the

or streaa on combat perfor11Aftce and

~r

II .

They

s~ggeat·ed

mot1vat1o~ . dur1ng

that :

• • .one of the possible variables affecting a

p~rson•s reaction to stress is the presence or other

individuals with whom he must interact in the performance or some common task (er. Lanzetta, 1955, p . 29).
Mal.mo, et. al., utilized electromyographic (EMG)
equipment in the atud7 or psychotherapeutic interviews .

They

used. these· machines to measure auscular tension or mental
patients under praise or criticism, as well as thoae
examiner-interviewer.

or

the

The population used was 19 female

mental patients with similar ail.lllent.a . ot excess negative
reactions to applied stress.

Their analysis revealed

tha~

talking and tension directly correlated, or "The less the

11

patient talked, the more her tension tell" (Malmo, et. al.,
1957, p. 116).

However, the imposition ot praise brought on

more talking than cri ticism, which produced a reversal in
correlation (minus 0.50 to pos. 0.49).

Their explanation was :

It appears that the reversal in sign or correlation
might reasonably be attributed to the ract that the
examiner invited the patient to speak and therefore was
fully prepared to accept her coJ1J1ent, and in. fact was
anxious to mark arr a rest period or some 20 seconds
unbroken by apeaking. The amount or talking was , nearly
equal, it may be noted (an average or 20 . 72 words for
E's part and 19 . 07 words tor N'a part )(Malmo, et. al,.
1957, p. 117).
.
Serkowitz uaed a situational alteration pr,ocess to
impose stress on

~8

female students at the University of
·•

Wisconsin in order to teat their displacement of host111tyaggression in reaction to the stress.

Two ot his conclusions

J

were or interest to this review.
.

.

Pirst, alteration or sit-

uation can be errective in producing stress.

Second, his

;

I

measuring device was round to be unusable.

The device was

the Manifest HostilF Seale (MHS) developed by

Siegel ~

·;

More recent evidence point• to important difficulties
ib th~ interpretation or acorea on thi• scale. Two
studies, conducted ~1 Berkowitz, and Hokanson and
Gor(len·; agree reporting a negative ·correlation between
MHS scores and the increase in intensity or aggresaionbehavior after arousal (Berkowitz, 1959, p. 183).
<•

The study by Lanzetta (1952) was round
relevant to this investigation.

Lanzetta

relation between motivation and stress in

~o

be most

exa~ined

the

group~.

Hia re-

sults showed that no significant relation existed.
previous studies and his own

resear~h,

Based on

Lanzetta .demonstrated
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however, that an external threat, through the imposition of
time limitations, could be successfully used to create situational stress.
non-s~ress,

In his study, he created three conditions :

mild stress, and high stress.

His mild stress

was based on the imposition or a time barrier ror the completion of the tasks (passive stress).
To make the time barrier more prominent the time
remaining tor completion or the task was called orr to
the subjects every t1Te minutes, until only five minutes
, ~eJtlained .
In the last t1•e minutes time remaining was
told to the subjects at one minute interval• (Lanzetta,
1955, p. 32).
The high stress condition followed the format
additional barriers imposed ;
tion

or

&Dou .~

bat had

badgering, belittling , restric-

work area, etc . , producing active stress.

His

results demonstrated :
There waa a decrease in negati ve-.social emotional
in aggressions, detlat1.ona, dis2Jat1stactions,
eo~pet.1t1on, ete., and in aelf-ori~nted behaviors,
W1d•r increase.d st"aa. There was an increase in positive, group 7 oriented behaviors such as cooperativeness,
friendliness, group discussion, integrating acts, etc.,
under increased stress. These were interpreted as indicating that participants perceiv~d the group as a
~~~rce or security in the race or the exte~al threat,
~d_ thus behavior which would lead to acceptance by the
gro~p was facilitated, while behavior which might lead
to rejection was depressed (Lanzetta, 1955, p. 50).

- ~etlaviors,

, Concerning the performance or the group in relation
to the varying conditions,

Lanze~t•

noted that:

Analysis or characteristics and behaviors related to
performance indicated that the performance of the group
was best under mild stress conditions •••• (Lanzetta,
1955, p. 50) •
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Group Ef're.ctiveness
The review revealed that the effects or the independent variables, leader presence and stress, would be most
evident through the demonstrated

inn~r-f'eelings

of the group

members and the .q uantity of' their interpersonal communication,
i.e. the errectivenesa or the group process.
Homans was one or the pioneer theorists concerning
group erreeti veness.

His initial theo.r y was outlined in

1950, and further substantiated in 1961 (Homans, 1950, pp.
33-40 and 1961, pp. 32-35).
mary

or

Wood provided a succinct sum-

Homans• elements:

George Casper Homans identities three variables
that he reels represent the major elements in group
ertectivene~s.
These variables • • • are sentiment,
interaction, and act.1 vity. Homans points out that
sentiment, interaction aftd activity ·are distinct
variables in that they can often be measured separately and, at the same time, they are interdependent.
The.ir combined force determines whethe·r or not a group
meets 1ta internal and external needs (Wood, 1965,
p. 12).

Bernard Bass, another small group theorist, makes
much the same kind or distinction when he writes. that group
errectiTeness is a function

or. group

attractiveness, member

satisfaction, interaction effectiveness, and productivity
(Bass, 1960,. pp. 39-59).

Basa also concludes that each of

these elements contributes to group effectiveness and to
each other (Wood, 1965, p. 13).
Wood and

Goldbe~g

(1968) demonstrated that activity

was an extremely general concept and that its measurement
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depended greatly upon, "inference from sentiment and interaction data" (Wood and GGldberg-, 1968, p. 21'2).

They further

explained that:
Because ot the small N, the judging data were not
subjected to soph1at1cated statistical analyais. Instead, the means for each condition were visually compared to ascertain groaa di·fferenees (Wood and Goldberg,
1968, p. 243).
For these reasons, and because little physical movement was required or the subjects in the problem-solving
sessions, activity was not included as a dependent variable
in this investigation.

It was felt that sentiment and inter-

action would most aceuratel1 reveal th• effects

or

the

various exposures.
Sentiment
Theoretical Baaes.

In The Human Group, Homans

advanced the theory that sentiments are internal and difficult
to measure (Homans, 1950, p. 39), but later revised that
theory.
Sentiments are not internal states or an individual
any aore than words are. They are not interred rrom
overt behavior: the are overt behavior and ao are
directly observable. ""They are, accordingly, activities.
Because people aay that they are outward and visible
signs or internal atatea -- ot att1tu&ea and feelings
men take toward other men -- we t1nd it convenient to
call them by a special term [sentiment] (Homans, 1961,
p. 3il).
Wood baa SUJIDllarized the theoretical framework concerning group sentiment as advanced by Ho•ana; Cartwright and
Zander; and Bass.

He noted that Homans (1950, pp. 37--0):
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• • •tre.a ts sentiment as a ge_peral term encompassing
the SUit\ Of interior feelings that a group meabett has- 1n
relation to the group and what it does. Sentiment includes such basic sens.a tions as hunger and thirst and
su·c h. generalized reeli~gs as sympathy, atrections, and
pride. In it are involved member satisract1on, group
attractiveness, and cohesiveness. A study or sentiment
deals with the .teelinga and attitudes that group members
have toward each other, toward the group, and the activities or the group (Wood, 1965, p. 13).

In order to narrow the concept of sentiment tor bis
and other studies into more eas111 handled elements, Wood

turned to Cartwright and Zander (1962, p. 70).

Arter

ex8Jl1n1ng their research, he concluded that:
• • • group cohea~venesa, attraction or the group for
members, is a key ractor in whether a group is
'health1' or 'unhe.althy.' They suggest that cohesiveness can be . .aaured in terms or common goals, willingness or member• to contribute to group goals, willingness to endure pain and frustration, and willingness to
defend the group against external attack (Wooi, 1965,
p. 14).
1~•

Bass indicated that sentiment was linked closely to
group attracti·yeneaa (roughly analogous to eohea.1 veness) •
Among others, Basa indicated that one method or

measuri~g

attractiTeness is through verbal assessments.
Verbal assessments

or

attract~veness

or cohesiveness

of a group can be made b1 asking members to. indicate the

strength or their deaire to remain in the 'group; how
much loss the1 would feel i t the group d1sban•e4, how
hard i t would be to keep the• rroa at tending meetings
or to drive members out or the group; bow much they
would rather be in another group; how much time and
energy the1 •ould be willing to invest in maintaining
the group; how much the1 would resist transfer or
removal; and whether they would applJ or reapply for
membership (Bass, 1960, p. 62).
Based upon his examination, Wood syntheaized the
concept or sentiment.

He stated that:
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Theoretically, then, sentiments in a group can be
narrowed and observed in terms or elements that contribute directly to group etrect~venesa. The hypothetical position ot HOll&nS and others has been that
sentiment contributes to errectiveness and errectiveneaa, 1n turn, is a powerful force in sentiment (Wood,
1965, p. 15).

Interaction
Theoret1·cal

Baa~•. ·

Homans dealt with interaction

much the same &a he did with sentiment.

He first discussed

its broadest context, then narrowed it.

He asserted that

interaction is the relationship or the activities or one
. group member to the activities or another member, or, in
·other words, a1" related acti'Yity between two humans is
interactien fHomans, 1950,. pp. 35-36).

Therefore, inter-

action is orten considered to mean overt communication between two er more persons.

Aside from rhetorical elements,

then, the a1gn1t1cant unit or interaction is,

~

• • • the

sheer ract, aside from content or process or transmission,
that one person has conuaunicated with another" (Homans,
1950, p. 17).

Wood added that:

Thi• distinction allows for a fairly high degree of
quantification ot interaction attempts. The content or
interaction or its utility to the group can be put aside,
at leas~ temporarily. The unit or concern becomes
simpl7 th& -act ·o·r communication rrom one person to
another person or to •group (Wood, 1965, p. 17).
Concerning the measurement or interaction, Homans
argued that often the best means of measuring interaction is
in terms or the number or units per unit of time (Homans,
1961, p. 38).

The rationale is qutte,; .releyant to the
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present investigation.
In this book the one thing we shall never be is
methodological snobs. We shall never assume that "crude"
is a synonym tor "unreliable." No pieee of research
that is interesting ror other reasons shall we reject
just because aomeone has said its methods are unsophisticated. The choice or methods is an economic problem like
any other. The methods or social science are dear in
time and money and getting dearer every day. Sometimes
they cost more than the data they bring in is worth in
enlightenment. The propositiona about aoc1al behavior
ror which they provide evidence are themselves crude,
and the data supporting them need be not less s·o . • • •
Whatever the unit used--minute·s of time, an item or
meaning, or a whole conversation--measures o.r the quantity or behavior emitted by one man are usually called
measures or the frequency or interaction; that is
measures or frequency or social behavior (Homans, 1961,
p. 38).
The problem or what constitutes a unit has had a
variety or interpret.ations.

Bales and Stock and '!'helan

"defined the unit in terms of content, while others, such as
Lerea and Goldberg, have dealt with interaction strictly in
terms or units or utterance" (Wood, 1965, p. 18).

The

latter context of the above has been most relevant to the
present investigation.

These researchers utilized Charles

c. Fries' definition of a unit as, "any stretch or speech
by one person before which there was a silence on his part
and after which there was also a silence on his part" (Lerea
and Goldberg, 1961, pp. 60-61).
Regardless or the method or measurement, most researchers agree that interaction is pos.i tively related to
sentiment.

Based upon case .s tud1es he conducted, Homans

generalized that, "Ir the frequency or interaction between
two or more persons increases, the degree or their liking
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for one another will increase, and vice versa" (Homans,
1950, p. 113).
Romana' ideas of the effects of interaction on group
effectiveness were substantiated b7 Bass, who noted that a
lack of interaction may result in failure to solve problems
or in group effectiveness (Wood, 1965, p. 20-21) .

Bass'

rationale was:
Since membera . tend to change toward more rewarding
or effective behavior and since such change is most
likely to result from interaetion, it follows that the
amount or interaction is positively associated with
effectiveness (Bass, 1960, p. 372).
I

·'

Emp1-rie•l d•ta Related tQ Sentiment and Interaction.
Within the framework presented by Homans, 1. e. a
mutual dependence exists between sentiment and interaction,
Wood (i965) and Wheatley (1966) cited a number of investigations which indicate that relationship.

Bovard (1965)

noted a dramatic increase in interpersonal liking in his
honor classes when interaction increased.

K1pn1s (1957)

observed and recorded that functional and physical closeness,

~h1ch

lead to increased interaction, were related to

interpersonal liking in a positive manner.

Turner (1957)

found that low interaction rates were associated with unliked foremen and high interaction rates were associated with
liked foremen.

Dittes and Kelley (1956) reported that group

members who received bogus low-acceptability ratings decreased the number

or

interactions that they initiated

(Wood, 1965, p. 20 and Wheatley, 1966, pp. 24-25).
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As was noted earlier, Wheatley (1966) found sentiment
and interaction to be related, though not statisticall1
significant in proportion, between conditions

or

silent, non-

part1cipator1--non-supervisor1 leaders and leaderless
(absent) exposures ift problem-solving group discussions.
ObJect of the Study
Leadership and stress have been major phenomena or
concern in the research or aaall. groups.

Countless investi-

gations have recorded the traits and characteristics
leaders, leadership roles, and the qualities or
leadership where none ex1ated before.

or

emergen~

Many varieties or

stress haYe been imposed on subjects in attempts to test the
human response.

The researcher, the theorist, and the layman

have many alternatives trom which to choose aa they function
in small group

diacusa1o~s.

Unfortunately, though, past

research has largely oYerlooked the specific effects the
mere presence or a leader and aoderate stress has on a
group, especially in relation to the sentiments and the
interactions of the group members.
The teacher, the business manager, and the small
group researcher are all raced with the problem of eliciting
the maxiawn participation from group members, and what the7
must do to achieve it.

This investigation was designed to

fill the gap in recorded research, and to proYide aome tentative answers and explanations to the problems

or

the effects
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leader presence and moderate atreas have on sentiment and
interaction in small, problem-solving groups.
Specific

O~jectives

This experiment sought to compare the silent leaderimposed stress, and silent leader-no stress, the absent
leader-imposed stress, and the absent leader-no stress
technique .

Four experimental conditions were created that

were held to be experimentally analogous to tour problemsolving situations.

The primar1 behavioral function or the

silent leader was to retrain rrom any verbal interaction
with the group.

The absent leader waa replicated

by

the

absence or the assigned leader from the group discussion.
Other !unctions ot these experimental styles

or

have been sulllDlarized in Appendixes A and B.

The impesition

or

leadership

stresB was simulated through the uae or an audio tape-

reeord1ng

expressi~g

tiae remaining in the group discussion.

No stress was simulated by the abaence of the recording.
Discussion errect1veness was measured by group sentiment and
interaction.
Hypotheses
For purposes of the investigation, the theoretical
position or the advocates or the absent leader approach and
the advocates

or

the imposition

weight or probability.

or

strea.a. were given the

This resulted trom the past research

of Wood (1965) and Wheatley (1966), indicating that when the
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perceived leader is absent, group members will respond more
freely; and rrom the research or Lanzetta (1952); and
Selye (1955),

1ndicat1~g

that the 1raposition or stress will

result in low sentiment, but high interacti·on among group
members .

The· following, then, are the hypotheses or the

investigation.
(1) Subjects receiving the Absent leader-No Stress
exposure will rate highest in

s~ntiment.

(2) Subjects receiving the Absent leader-Stress and
subjects receiving the Silent le.ader-No Stress exposures will
rate equally in sentiment.
(3)

Subjects receiving the Silent leader-Stress

exposure will rate lowest in sentiment.
(4) Subjects receiving the Absent leader-Stress

exposure will rate highest in interaction.

(5) Subjects

receivi~g

the Silent leader-Stress

and subjects receiving the Absent leader-No Stress exposures
will rate equally in interaction.
(6) Subjects receiving the Silent leader-No Stress

exposure will rate lowest in interaction.
Definition or Terms
In this study, the term effects referred to
differences between various experimental groups in sentiment
and interaction as measured
and interaction observation.

by

a post-session questionnaire,
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Sentiment was defined as the subJect's feelings
toward his group, its activities, and members, as reflected
in his responses to scaled questionnaire items.
Interaction was defined as uninterrupted, verbal
utterances as recorded by trained interaction observers.
ASSUt,nPtiona
Several assumptions were made in the

invest~gation.

They primarily concerned the design and the population or the
study.

It

wa~

aesUJ1111ed:

(1) That the silent leader condition was analogous
to accepted leadership theories on non-part1c1patory--nosuperviaory leader designs.
(2) That the absent leader condition was analogous
to accepted leadership theory on leaderless designs.
(3)

That the imposition

or

the stress condition

was analogous to accep'ted theory on stress design.

(4)

That

beginni~g

speech students at Eastern Illi-

nois University were experimentally analogous to individuals
in the real small groups who were exposed to leader presence
and stress.
(5)

That twenty-minute sessions amply allowed the

independent variables (leader presence and stress) to
operate within the small group framework.
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-s·wnniary
Research on leadership has concerned itself primarily
around the traits and qualities or overt leadership or
emergent leadership in the functioning or small groups.
Research on stres.s has centered mostly around the responses
or the recipients on the individual level and on the group
level.

However, the effects ot leader presence .coupled with

moderate .s tress have r .e ce.i ved little .attention .

Therefore,

·th-is 1nveat1gat1on was designed to compare the effects of
two disUnct sty1es or leaderah1p and moderate stress upon
the sentiment and interaction in a small, problem-solving
group.

CHAPTER II
METHOD

Preliminaries
Selection of SubJe.cts
Seventy-tour students enrolled in the required speech
course at Eastern Illinois University served as subjects in
this investigation.

The subjects were asked to volunteer tor

a thirty-rive minute discussion session.

The volunteers

were informed that the discussions were in connection with
a project or the speech department to aid in curriculum
development.

At no time prior to the investigation were the

subjects informed or the real nature of the sessions or the
real reasons behind them.
Size of Groups
Sixteen groups were rormed by the random assignment
or five members to each group.

Groups, in turn, were random-

ly assigned to the rour experimental conditions.

Although

group assignments were made on the basis of five members per
group, six or the original volunteers failed to appear at
their appointed time.

The resultant sixteen groups had a

mean size or 4. 6 and a median size or four members.

Four

groups with a total or eighteen subjects were exposed to
the silent leader-stress condition.

Four groups with a

total or nineteen subjects were exposed to the silent leader-
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no stress condition.

The absent leader-stress condition

received eight1en subjects in four groups.

Finally, four

groups with a tGtal or nineteen subjeets received the absent
leader-no stress exposure.
Independent Vari.a bles
The strategy or the

1nvest1gat~on

was to manipulate

the style or leadership and the· imposition or stress while
attempting to maintain all other variables conatant.
set

er

One

groups receiTed the silent leader-stress exposure

while 8.1).0ther set or groups received the silent leaderno stress exposure.

Still a third set

or

groups received

the absent leader-stress exposure while a final set or groups
received the absent leader-no stress condition.

Consequently,

the three most important areas ot control were personnel,
styles

or

leadership, and imposition

Personnel.
~equired,

or

stress.

For the two styles or leadership benav1or

two leaders were selected on the basis of knowledge

or group dynamics, prior experience with leadership in small
groups, and understanding
or the research deaign.
.
.

Both ot

the leaders were members or the faculty at Eastern Illinois
University.

In addition, the two had numerous hours and

experience in group dynamics.
The 1nTest1gator met with the two leaders one day
prior to the experiment to rurnish

th~m

detailed instructions,

outline .t he procedure and duties or each, and answer questions
relevant to the investigation.

Each leader fulfilled the
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silent leader and the absent leader duties, and imposed the
stress and refrained from imposing the stress in equal
numbers

or

groups.

The leaders were assigned in a manner

that would alternate the at1le or leadership each time, and
the imposition or stress on each repetition or leadership
style.
'l'wo graduate students at Eaatern Illinois University
were selected to act as interaction obseryers.
observers had prior knowledge
trained to observe

usi~g

or

Both

group d7nallics, and were

the rraaework outlined by Lerea and

Goldberg (1961), and validated by Wood (1965) and Wheatley

(1966).
Styles

or

Leadership.

Pollow1ng the research or

·Wheatley (1966), analagous experimental atylea
were developed ror the 1nves'tigat1on.

or

leadership

Standardized behavior

or leaders in each experimental condition wu achie...ed
through the use ·or an outline or the various approaches
which each leader followed.

Attempting to approach reality,

leaders were instructed to deliver the inatr.u etions to the
groups in a conversational manner.

Each observer was fur-

nished a copy or the instructions and asked to report any
discrepancies or railurea or the leaders to follow the outlined functions or each experimental condition.

The observers

reported no discrepancies or failures.
The outlines or accepted modes or behaT1or ror each
experimental exposure were aa follows:
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Silent leader-Stress [Appendix A]

session.

(1)

Present during all phases or the group discussion.

(2)

Provides instructions at the beginning or each

(Outlined in your c0Jllllent1 on page two.)

(3)

Begins the imposition or stress.

(-)

Remains silent throughout the problem-solving

discussion.

phase

or

(A)

Answers no question• asked by the subJects.

(B)

orrers no suggestions pertaining to any

the discussion.

(5)

Collects task solutions or the group discussion

at the end or the time 11111t.

(6)

LeaYea the experimental room immediately after

collecting the solutions.
Silent leader-No stress [Appendix B]

session.

(1)

Present during all phaaea or the group discussion.

(2)

Provides instructions at the

b~ginning

of each

(Outlined in 1our comments on page two.)
(3)

Remains silent throughout the problem-solving

d1.scuss1on.
(A)

Answers no questions asked by the subjects.

(B)

Offers no suggestions pertaining to any

phase or the discussion.

<•>

Collect• task solutions or the group discussion

at the end or the time limit.

(5)

Leayea the experimental room immediately

a~ter

collecting the solutions.
Absent leader-Stress [Appendix CJ
(1)

Present only at the beginning and end or the

group discussion.
(2)

session.

Provides instructions at the beginning

or

each

(Outlined in 7our conmtents on page two.)

(3)

Begins the 1mpea1t1on or stress.

{JI)

Leaves tbe exper1aental room immediately follow-

ing the conclusion or instructi.o n and imposition or stress.

(5)

Returna to the exper1Mental room at the end or

the aeaaion and collects the task solutions or the group
discussion.

(6)

LeaTes the experimental room immediately follow-

ing the collec.t 1on or the solut1ona.
Absent 11·a d·e r-No stress [Appendix D]
(1)

Present only at the beginning and end or the

group discussion.
(2)
sesaion.

ProTides instructions at the beginning or each

(Outlined in your comments on page two.)
(3)

Leaves the experimental room immediately follow-

ing the conclusion or instruction.
(4)

Returns to the experimental room at the end or

the session and collects the task solutions or the group
discussion.
(5)

Leaves the experimental rooa immediately

following the collection

or

the solution.
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In order to isolate the ettects or leader presence to
the problem-solving session only, the experimenter entered
the experiment room 1mmed1ate.l y arter the leader had left
ror the las.t time ., and distributed and collected the measuring
instrument.

[Appendix MJ

Iapos1t1on or Streaa.
Lanzetta (1952),

anal~gou•

Pollow1ng the research ot

or

experimental atmospheres

ate stress were deyeloped tor the experiment.

moder-

In order to

standardize the imposition or the variable, an audio tape
recording, using a Toice unknown to all subjects, was made.
The recording announced the remaining time left in the session
at rive minute interTala, until tiYe minutes remained, at
which time it marked each reaaining minute.

During the time

between announcements the recorder was completely silent,
though

rwi.n1~g~

Subjects were advised in their instructions

that the . group discussion was not being recorded .
The ·1mpoa1 tion or the stress was racili tated by
simply having the leader push the "play" button on the
recorder immediately after presenting the instructiona to the
group.

Standardization or behavior during the imposition or

the recording was achieved by a rehearsal one day prior to the
experiment in which the movement, expression, etc.
leader was conditioned . to be non-committal.

or

each

Interaction

observers did not rep.ort any discrepancies in prescribed
leader behavior concerning the imposition or atress.
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The Experiment
Design of the Experiment
Sixteen. groups,

rangi~g

1n size from four to five

members, were assigned to tour experimental conditions.
two leaders were assigned equally to each
posures

or

leadership-stress.

or

or

The

the tour ex-

the two, one leader led

thirty-eight aubJeeta while the other leader led thirty-six
subjects.
All or the groups were exposed to twenty minutes or
problem-solving discussion with the .le.ader initiating the
appropriate combination or leadership and stress.

The

groups were given identical instructions (except the time
limit, when applicable) (Appendixes H, and I), appropriate
comaenta concerning leadership (Append1x•• F, and G), and
all atteapted to solve
blems {Appendix J).

~he

same set

or

deductive thought pro-

Conaequentl1, th• independent variable(s)

was 1ntrodueed to all groups at the same time.

During the

problem-solving discussion, the subjects were requested to
write their ao·lutions to the problems on an answer sheet
provided tor each group (Appendix K).
Arter the leader had left the room tor the final
time, the investigator entered the experimental room and
asked the aubJecta to reaain ror ten minutes to complete the
anonymous post-aeaaion queat1onna1re (Appendix M).
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Setting

fo~

the Experiment

The experiment was conducted on four days during the
saae hours or the afternoon.

Sessions were conducted in two

university claaarooms in the same building.

Each session

was scheduled for a one-hour time period, although the actual
experiment required approximately thirty-five minutes .
Standardization of the physical setting was accomplished according to the 1nter,a ction obserYation chart
(Appendix L).

When the leader was assigned to be present

(silent), a chair was provided tor him, and the appropriate
number or chairs tor the participants were arranged in a
circle.

When appropriate, a table Just outside the group

area was provided tor the recorder containing the stress
variable.

One interaction observer was placed behind a

one-way glass partition, out or sight and sound or the group.
The other interaction observer Yiewed the group through
closed-circuit television equipment, permanently installed
in the classroom.

Subjects did not know they were being

obserYed by the interaction observer.
this point that

altho~gh

It should be noted at

two different methods

or

viewing

the group interaction were used, no discrepancies could be
found on the part
effective.

or

either aethod to suggest it was less

Each method produced quite comparable results.

Pro·eedure for the Experiment
Arter the leader had serYed his initial runction(s),
all

grou~s

discussed the set

or

deductive thought problems
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for twenty minutes.

At the end of the time period the groups

were interrupted by the leader, who gathered the solution
sheets and left the room.

The investigator entered and

asked the subjects to complete the anonymous post-session
questionnaire.

Once all or the ·p articipants had completed

and returned the instrument, the investigator excused them, •

mentioning that they should not discuss the session with
anyone.
Schedule
The· schedule tor the

inveat~gation

1s reported in

Table I.
TABLE I
SCHEDULE POR THE EXPERIMENT

Introduction and Inatructions

Silent-Streaa
Silent-No Stress
Abaent-Streaa
Absent·-tfo· Stress

5 min.

Discussion ot Problems

Silent-Stress
Silent-Mo Stress
Absent-Stress
Absent-No st·r esa

20 Jain.

Questionnaire

Silent-Stresa
Silent-No Stress
Abaent-StresJS
Absent-No s·t ·r ess

10 min.
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Collection of Data
Methods or Collection or the Data

--

Two methods were used in securing data in the
inTestigation:
observation.

subject•' rep.orted tee lings and direct
The reported feelings method was in the torm

or a post-session questionnaire, and interaction observers
performed the direct obaerTation method.
Poat~session

quea·t1onnaire.

A twelve item post-

session questionnaire waa deaigned, rollow1ng the method
utilized

by

Wheatley (1966), to question the participants

about their reelings and obaerTations concerning the group
experience.

The twelve items were phrased aa questions

CA_epend1 x M) •

Under eleven or th• .q uestions was a five point scale,
allowing tor a continuwa or response with two negative, one
neutral, and two positive stateJnents delineating scale
intervals.

A final question allowed tor a simple five way

breakdown or responae (Wheatley, 1966, p. -9).
Interaction observation.
lar to that uaed

by

Following an approach simi-

Wood (1965) and Wheatley (1966), the

investigator followed the procedure outlined
and utilized

by

Lerea and Goldberg (1961).

by

Homans (1961)

Consequently, an

interaction was defined as any uninterrupted utterance.
interaction observer counted the number or utterances

by

participants in each group (Wheatley, 1966, pp. 49-50).

An

Treatment

or

the Data

Refinement
Arter all raw data had been collected, it was
transtormed into numerical scores adaptable to statistical
manipulation ror the testing or the hypotheses of the investigation.

The scores or the post-session questionnaire

were determined by assigning numerical values trom one to
r1Ye along each continuum.
by

Interaction data were transformed

counting the number or interactions per participant during

the twenty-minute problem-solving discussion.
Statistical Treatment of the Data
Scores on the post-session questionnaire and the
interaction observation chart were conyerted to means under
each condition.

A 2 x 2 analysis or variance to teat for

interaction was then utilized to analyze the ditterencea
between the means (Appendix N).
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Summary
Seventy-four students enrolled in the required speech
course at Eastern Illinois University were randomly assigned
to four experimental conditions.

The result was a yield or

sixteen groups with tour groups being exposed to each experimental condition.

Two leaders, evenly assigned to the various

conditions, introduced the styles of leadership and stress,
where applicable, on four afternoons.

At the end or a

twenty minute problem-solving discussion, each subject completed an anonymous post-session questionnaire measuring
group sentiment toward the experience.

Interaction observers

counted the number or uninterrupted utterances per subject
during the twenty minute discussion period to provide interaction data.
subjected to

All data were converted to numerical scores and
te~ts

or significance to determine if signifi-

cant dirrerencea existed between the mean responses to all
items.
The effects or leader presence and moderate stress
were measured in terms or group aentiaent and interaction .
The data

gatheri~g

devices included a post-session queation-

naire, and interaction observation.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Data were collected concerning the errects or leader
presence and moderate stress upon amall group sentiment and
interaction.

Sentiment 1ntormation was gathered by means or

a post-aeasion questionnaire.
trained observer•
participants.

counti~g

Interaction was measured by

the utterances or all group

The chapter, then, presents an analysis or the

data collected, and a au..ary or the results.
Leader

Presence-~treaa

·and Sentiment

Questions on the post-session quastionnaire used in
this stud1 paralled those presented
utilized by Wheatley (1966).

by

Wood (1965) and

In his research, Wood noted

that sentiment data were provided by question• one to ten
and question fourteen, analogous to questions one to eleven
in thia study.

Wood atated that those questions:

• • • dealt with understanding, acceptance, willingness to help the group attain its goals, competition,
ataoaphere, willingness to return tor rurther sesaiona,
meaningfulness or the workshop, and ability or the
group to solve its problema. This information provided
insights into group morale. into the subjects' feelings
about other participants, and into the subjects'
feelings about the group as a whole (Wood, 1965, p. 48).
Question number one waa designed to demonstrate the
extent to which subjects telt understood by their fellow
group members.

Gordon noted the importance or a reeling or
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understanding in the deTelopment and productivity or a
group (Gordon, 1955, p. 257).

The results or the statistical

analysis, a 2 X 2 ractorial deaign, or subject response to
question one are reported 1n Table II.
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OP DIPP'ERENCES BETWEEN .CONDITIONS .
IN .RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM ONE

Question:

"To what extent did you reel. understood by your
fellow group members?"

not at all

very little
SILENTSTRE·ss

MEAN

somewhat
SILENTHO. STREs.s·

a lot

completely

ABSENT-

ABSENT
NO. .STRESS

: STRESS

3.28.

3.47

3.66

3.79

18

19

18'

19

N

Analys1·s of Variance· ·
s·o ure·e of Var1ati'on
TO'l'AL VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

p

F

J46.28

73.00

Leader

2 •.28

1.00

2.28

3.67

n. s.

Stress

o.1i1

1.00

o.47

o.15

n. s.

Leader x Stress

0.02

1.00

0. 02.

0 •.04

n. s.

43.51

7·0·•.00 .

0.62

E'rror

The mean responses or subjec.t s to question one
indicate that the degree to which they felt understood by
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their fellow group members was between "somewhat" and
"a lot" in all four conditions.

However, the analysis or

variance revealed no significant differences between the
four conditions.;
Based upon the data revealed by his research, Wood
noted that, "Item two, which dealt with acceptance, closely
parallels item one, which dealt with understanding"(Wood,
1965, p. 50).

The results

or

question two are summarized 1n

Table III.

TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM TWO

Question:

not at all

"To what extent did
group?"
very 11tt.le

)'OU

reel accepted by the

somewhat

a lot

completely

SILENT-

SILENT-

ABSENT-

.ST.RE S'S

NO STRE'SS .

STRESS

ABSENTN'O STRESS

4.11

4.10

MEAN

3.72

N' ...

18'.

4.10
·19

· ·1s · · ·

19
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TABLE III (Continued)
'Analysis
s ·o ur·c·e or Variation

SS

or

Variance· .
dr ·

MS

p

F

54.99

73.00

Leader

0 •.66

1.00

o.66

o.88

n. s.

Stress

0 •.66

1.00

o.66

o.87

n. s.

Leader X Stress

0.10

1.00

0.70

0.92

n. s.

5·2. 97

10.00

0 . 76·

TOTAL VARIANCE

Error

The mean responses to questionnaire item two reveal
that subjects in all four experimental conditions felt accepted by their groups at a level near "a lot."

The

analysis or variance indicated, however, that there were
no significant differences between the responses in the four
experimental exposures.
Smith and Wes.t on (1951) indicated that willingness
or group members to help attain group goals is an important
aspect or sentiment.

Questions three and four sought to

determine the willingness or the subjects to contribute to
group goals and how they perceived the willingness of other
members to contribute to group goals.

The results of the

statistical analyses or questions three and four are outlined
1n Table JV and Table V.
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TABLE IV

ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM THREE

.Question:

''Were tou
goals?

w1111~g

very little

not at all

to help the group attain its

somewhat

a lot

completely

SILENT-

SILENTNO .S'l'ltES'S

ABSENTSTRESS

ABSENTNO .STRESS

MEAN

3.77

4.31

4.22

4.58

N

· ·1 s

19

18

19

STRESS'.

Analts1s

of

Variance·

s·o urce or Var1at1on

· · s·s

TOTAL VARIANCE

70 •.12 .

13. 00 .

Leader

3.0-

1.00

3.04

3.33

n. s.

Stress

2.84

1.00.

2.84

3.11

n. s.

Leader X Stress

0.39

1.00

0.39

0.1'3

n. s.

63.85

7·0 •.oo

o•.91

E'r E·r ror

d'f

. MS .

.. F .

. . p·

TABLE V
ANALYSIS OF DIPFERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM FOUR
. .. . . .

.

Question:

not at all

'

"Did the other group members seem willing. to
help the group attain its goals?"

.very little

somewhat

a lot

completely

TABLE V (Continued)
SILENTSTRESS
MEAN

SILENT-

ABSENT-

·NO ·S'rRE'SS · .

'STRESS : . ·

ABSENTNO' STRESS

•.oo

4.52

4.50

4.37

18

19

18

19

N

Analysis or Variance
s·o·u rce ot Vari'at1on

p

SS

dt

48.86

73.00

Leader

o.49

1.00

o.49

0.75

n. s •

Stress

0.72

1.00

0.72

1.10

n. s.

2.00

1.00

2.00

3.07

n. s.

45.66

70.00

0 .65·

TOTAL VARIANCE

Leader
Erro·r

x

Stress

JllS

An examination or the mean responses to questionnaire
item three indicated that the subjects in all four experimental conditions expreaaed a willingness to help the group
attain its goals between "a lot" and "completely."

However,

the analysis or variance indicated no significant difference
between the mean responses or the four experimental conditions.
An examination or the mean responses to questionnaire
item four indicated that the subjects felt other members
seemed willing to help the group attain its goals be.t ween
"a lot" and "co11pletely" in all tour experimental conditions.
Again, however. analysis or variance, as in the case with
questionnaire item three, tailed to note any significant

differences between the mean responses to questionnaire
item four.
Questions five and aix or the post-session quest1ona1re were related to the level

or

competition exhibited by

the subjects under each experimental exposure.

Similar to

items three and tour, these questions asked subjects to
report how much they were .c ompeting with other group members
and how much they felt other group members were competing
with them.

Wood indicated the importance or competition in

the small group by stating, "The level or competition can be
very important in a training group because research has indicated that members 1n

competi~g

groups have a tendency to

withhold information trom each other while participants in
non-competing groups seem to communicate more freely and
learn more" (Wood, 1965, p. 58).
the re8ponses

or

Stati•tieal analyses or

the .aubJects to items tive and six

or

the

post-session questionnaire are reported in Table VI and
Table VII.

TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF Dil'l"ERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM FIVE

Question:

not at all

"To what extent did you reel you were competing
with other group members?"
very little

somewhat

a lot

completely
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TABLE VI (Continued)
SILENT
SILENTSTRESS

SILENTNO STRESS

ABSENT'STRESS

ABSENTNO ST·RESS

MEAN

2.16

2.21

2.22

1.84

N ..

18

19

Analla is
SS'

Source ot Variation
TOTAL VARIANCE

or

. 18

19

Va.r 1anc·e
. df

MS

F

p

57.14

73.00

Leader

o.49

1.00

0. 49

0.62

n. s.

Stress

0.52

1.00

0.52

o.66

n. s.

Leader X Stress

o.83

1.00.

o.83

1.05

n • s.

. 55. 30

10·.oo

0 .. 79

Error

TABLE VII
ANALYSIS OP PIFPERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
Ill RESPotlSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM SIX

Question:

not at all

"To what extent d1d you reel other group members
were competing with you?"
very little
SILENTSTRESS

MEAN
N

somewhat
SILENTNO STRESS

a lot

completely

ABSENT.-.
STRESS ·

ABSENTNO STRESS

2.11

2.37

2.22

1.89

18

19

18

19
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TABLE VII (Continued)
· Analysis of Variance
Source of Variation

SS

df

p

F

MS

75.36

7~.00

Leader

o.6 6

1.00

o. 66

0.6 3

n. s.

Stress

0.02

1.00

0.02

0.02

n. s.

1.58

1.00

1.58

1.51

n. s .

73.10

70.00

1.04

TOTAL VARIANCE

Leader

x

Stress

E'rror

The mean responses to questionnaire item five revealed that the subjects in all rour experimental conditions
clustered their ratings around the "very little" level in
terms or competition with other group members.

The analysis

or variance revealed no significant differences between the
four conditions.
An investigation or the mean responses to item six
indicated results similar to those or item five.

In their

response to item six, subjects again tended to cluster
around the "very 11 ttle" dimension in terms

or

how they

perceived other group members competing with them.
statistical analysis

or

The

responses to item six demonstrated

that the differences between the tour experimental conditions
were not significant.
The importance or atmosphere in the cohesiveness of
a group was indicated through the research or Pepitone and
Reichling (1955).

Consequently, questionnaire item seven
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was developed in an attempt to determine the atmosphere of
each group along a "hostile" to "very friendly" continuum.
analysis of the responses to questionnaire item seven is

The

SUDlDlarized in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
ANALYSIS OP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM SEVEN

Question:

"How would r.ou characterize the 'atmosphere' in
your group?'

hostile

apathetic

neutral

SILENTSTRESS
MEAN

very friendly

pleasant

SILENTNO STRESS'.

ABSENT-

ABSENTSTRE"ss·

. NO STRKSS

4.16

4.31

4.22

4.42

18

19

18

19

N.

.. · 'A nal1sia or Variance

dt

141.011

73.00

Leader

0.12

1.00

0.12

0.21

n. s.

Stress

0.56

1.00

0.56

0.97

n. a.

Leader X Stress

0.01

1.00

0.01

0.02

n. s.

40.32

10.00

0.58

TOTAL VARIANCE

Error

MS

p

SS

Source o·r Variation

F

The atmosphere in the groups, as indicated by an
examination of the mean responses to questionnaire item
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seven, was rated slightly higher than "pleasant" in all
tour experimental conditions.

No significant differences,

though, were shown to ex1at between the mean responses when
the data were aubJ•cted to anal1sis of variance.
The purpose or (lleationnaire item eight was to ascertain the meaningtulneaa or the session tor the subjects;
Bass noted that a

11eani~gtul exper~ence

in a group will re-

sult in positive reeling• toward the group
pp.

61-6~).

caaas,

1960,

Table IX aUJ1J1arizea the results or the analysis

or responses to queat1onna1re item eight.

TABLE IX
ANALYSIS OP DIFFEltENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPOKSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM EIGHT

Question :

"Was the aeaaion meaningful to you?n
...

not at all

. .

..-ery little

SILENT-

.....

somewhat

SILENT-

· ·sTRE·ss · : . KO STRESS
MEAN
N

a lot

completely

ABSENT- · S-'1.'RESS - ·

ABSENTNO STRESS

3.28

3.00

2.83

3.31

18

. 19".

18

·1a

TABLE IX (Continued)
Analysis
Source or Vari'a·t ion ·
TOTAL VARIANCE

Varlance

dr

ss·

MS

.. F

p

75.1Jt

73.00

Leader

0.05

1.00

0.05

0.05

n. s.

Stress

0.19

1.00 .

0.19

0.19

n. s.

Leader x Stress

2 •.67

1.00

2.67

2.59

n. s.

72.22

70.00

1.03

Error

The mean res.p·o nsea

or

or

or

the participants in all tour

the experimental conditions cluatered their ratings

around the "somewhat" dimension or the continuum concerning
the meaningfulness of the session.

The analysis or variance,

though, revealed that the differences in mean responses to
this question were not statistically significant.
Bass has stated that a willingness to return to the
group is an indicator or group attractiveness (Bass, 1960,
p. 62).

In light or th1a, item nine of the post-session

questionnaire sought to determine it subjects would return
for further sessions with the same group if each
subjects had time.

or

the

The resu·1ts or question nwaber nine

are reported in Table

x.
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TABLE X
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM NINE

Question:

"Frankly, 1r you had time, would you like to
return to further sess·1 ons with the same group?"
_ _ definitely would return

- - strong desire to return
- - reel neutral about it
fairly strong desire not to return

- - definitely

not want to return

:sTREss·

SILENT-

ABSENT-

ABSENT-

-No· STRESS

S TRESS

NO STRESS

2 .27.

1.84

2.44

1.95

18

19

1'8

19

SILEH'l'-

MEAN

do

N'

An·a11sia

·or Var1at1'on

or Variance

·ss

df

60. 05.

73 . 00

Leader

0.05

1 . 00

o.o~

0.07

n. s.

Stress

2.77

1 . 00

2 •.77

3.41

n . s.

Leader X Stress

0.22

1.00

0.22

0.27

n. s.

Source

TOTAL VARIANCE

Error

57.·oo

10-.00· ·

MS .

. 'F

o.·a1

The mean responses or the participants clustered
around the "strong desire to return" in all or the experimental conditions.

Again, the analysis of variance revealed

Ji9

no statistical significance between the mean responses in the
four conditions.
Based upon research by Bass, which indicated that
willingness to change. groups is an index or group attractiveness (Bass, 1960, p. 62 )., 1 tem ten or the post-session
questionnaire sought to ascertain the feelings or subjects
about whether or not they would have gained more rrom the
session had they been 1n another group.
a summary or the analysis

or

Table XI provides

the mean responses to item ten

or the post-session questionnaire.
TABLE XI
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS

IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM TEN
...

Question:

not at all

MEAN
N

"Do you reel you would have gained more from the
session in another group?"
very little

somewhat

a lot

completely

ABSENT-

SILENTSTRESS

SILENTNO STRESS

STRE'SS

ABSENTNO STRESS

2 .22 .

1.58

1.77

1.63

19

i ·s

19

18
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TABLE XI (Continued)
.

.

Analisia

var1·a nce .
p

SS

at

53.96

73.00

Leader

o.66

1.00

o.66

0.94

n. s.

Stress

2 •.88

1.00

2 •.88

4.09

p • .05

Leader X Stress

1.14

1.00

1.114

· 1.62

n. s.

10·.oo

0.70

Source

o-~ · Yar'1.'ation

TOTAL VARIANCE

Error

.

o·r

'll9 .2:r .

or

An examination

MS

F

..

. ..

the mean responses or subjects in

the Silent leader-Stress condition revealed that they felt
they would have gained
another group.

11

very little" trom the session in

Conversely, the mean responses

or

all other

experimental conditions expressed a feeling between the
·"not at all" and "Yery little" dimensions in terms or possible
gain as participants in other groups.
The differences between mean responses to questionnaire item ten proved to be statistically significant, when
stress was imposed.
Questionnaire item eleven was designed to determine
the level of morale present in the four experimental cond1 t1ons.

Consequently, pursuing the suggestions of Collins

and Guetzkow (1964), this item requests subjects to rate
their group's ability to solve its problems.

Additionally,

questionnaire item twelve sought to determine the level of
morale in terms of their feelings about the quality or the
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solutions reached by their group.

The results or the

analysis or items eleven and twelve are sununarized in
Table XII and Table XIII.
TABLE XII
ANALYSIS OP DIPPERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM ELEVEN

Question:

"How would you rate your group's ability to
solve its problems?"

poor

rair

SILENTSTRESS
MEAN

excellent

average

SILENTNO' STRESS'

superior

STRESS

ABSENT-

ABSENTNO STRESS

3.00.

2.63

2.66

3.10

18

19

18

19

N

Anal7ais of Variance
Source o·r Vari'at1on

p

SS

dt'

38.66

73.00

Leader

0.01

1.00

0.01

0.03

n. s.

Stress

0.36

1.00

0.36

0.67

n. s.

Leader X Stress

1.10

1.00

1.10

2.07

n. s.

37.19

10. oo:

·o .53

TOTAL VARIANCE

E'rro·r

MS
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TABLE XIII
ANALYSIS OF DIFIPERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS
IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM TWELVE

Question:

"How would 1ou rate the quality or the solutions
reached bJ your group?"

poor

rair

MEAN

average

excellent

superior

SILENT ...

SILENT-

STRESS ·

NO STRE·SS

ABSENTSTRESS

ABSENTNO STRESS

3.17

3.21

3.22

3.53

18

19

18

19"

N

"Analysis ot Variance
Source ot Variation
TOTAL VARIANCE

SS

dr

p

MS

52.59

73.00

Leader

o.86

1.00

0.86

1.19

n.

Stress

0.75

1.00

0.75

1.0"

n. s.

Leader X Stress

0 .19

1.00

0.19

0.27

n. s.

50.78

10 .o·o

o·.73

Error

8.

Table XII reveals that all rour experimental conditions specified the various groups' abilities to solve
their problems around the "excellent" dimensions.

The

analysis or variance revealed that the mean differences or
the various conditions were not statistically a1gnir1cant.
An examination or the mean responses or subjects

to post-session questionnaire item twelve revealed that
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participants clustered their ratings between "average" and
"excellent" dimensions on the continuum.

The analysis or

variance indicates, though, that there is no statistical
significance between the .rour experimental conditions.
Summary of Sentiment Results
Post-session questionnaire items one through twelve
were designed to te·st three hypotheses·

or

the investigation:

( 1) Subjects· receiving the absent leader-no stress
exposure will rate highest in sentiment.
(2) Subjects receiving the absent ·1eader-stress and
subjects receiving the silent leader-no stress exposures will
rate equally in sentiment.
(3) Subjects receiving the silent leader-stress

exposure will rate lowest in sentiment.
No significant differences were revealed between the
experimental conditions in terms

or

participants' reeling

accepted in their groups; being understood by their groups;
willingness or subjects to help determine group goals and
perception or other members' willingness; the subjects'
reeling

or

competitiveness in the group; the atmosphere or

the group; the aeaningfulnesa or the session to the participants ; willingness or subjects to return to their groups at
another

tim~;

and the morale

or

the groups exposed to the

various conditions.
However, from the ·standpoint or the individual's

feelings about whether he could have gained more from the

or

session in another group, the imposition
a significant ertect.
present

leade~

stress produced

In the condition where both the

and stress were introduced, subjects indicated

that they could have . gained relati.vely more in a session
with another group.

---

L·
e ader Pres·e nce-S·t ·r e1s and ~----------Interaction
~~~ ~~~~ ~~~
The collection
by

or

interaction data was accomplished

the direct observation or the experimental conditions by

two trained interaction observera.

The

o~aervers

counted the

number or utterances made by each participant during the
twenty minute problem-solving discussion.

The utterances

per subject were then tallied, the means or the group determined, and the means treated statistically to determine if
there were non-chance differences between the four experimental conditions.
Whether significant differences existed between mean
interaction levels in the four experimental exposures was
accomplished through analysis or variance.

Hypotheses were

-

tested by determining the significance or the difference
between the means or the various conditions.

Additional

analysis or variance between two groups was used to ascertain
the specific differences .
A summary or the interaction data obtained
observers is provided in Table XIV.

by

the
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TABLE XIV
ANALYSIS OF DIP!'ERENCES BETWEEN CONDITIONS IN
INTERACTION DURING TWENTY MINUTE DISCUSSION

MEAN
N

ABSENTSTRESS

SILENTSTREss·

NO STRE·s s

ABSENT-

SILENTNO STRESS

71.56

•1.39

43.79

33.58

i ·a ·

18

19

19

.Analyaia or Variance
Source or Variation
Between conditions
Within conditions

dt

Mean

Sgu·a re

. 3 4743.79
70

Significance

10.95

p •.001

1% level

433.22

Dirrerence between Absent-Stress and Silent-Stress·
Source of Variation

df

Between conditions

l

Me·a n Square

527.9. 04

13.19

400.28

Within conditions

Dirrerence between Absent-st·r ess
Source of Variation

F

df

Mean Square

Between conditions

l

7126.85

Within conditions

35

513.70

Significance
p •.001

1% level
and

Absent-No Stress
F

13.87

Significance
p •.001

1% level

Difference between Absent-Stress and silent-No Stress
Source

or

variation

df

Mean Square

Between conditions

1

13359.32

Within conditions

35

354.69

F

37.67

Significance
p s.001

1% level
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TABLE XIV (Continued)
· Difference between Silent-Stress and Absent-No Stress
s·o urce or Variation
Between conditions
Within Conditions

df
i·

35

Mean Square

F

Significance

12-.29

p _J,. .05

511."74

n. s.

Difre·r ence be·tween s·1 1ent-·s tresa ·a n·d 'S ilent-No Stress
Source of Variation

df

M•an s·quare·

Between conditions

l

1758.03

Within cond1t1on:s

35

352·,73

1 ..

-.98

Significance

p' • .05
5% level

Difference between Silent-No Stress and Absent-No Stress
Sour·ce o·r Variation

df

Mean Square

Between conditions

l

993.32

Within conditions

36

464. 32

F

2.14

Significance
p ~

.05

n·. s.

Table XV provides a swnma.ry matrix or the interaction
data.
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TABLE XV
SUMMARY OF INTERACTION RESULTS

ABSENTSTRESS

SILENT.-

sTREss·

ABSENTNO STRESS

SILENTNO STRESS

71.56

-7.39

'43.79

33.58

18

18

ABSENT-

SILENT-

MEAN
N

·s'fRE·ss
SILENTSTRESS

13.19•

ABSENTNO STRESS

13.87•

STREs·s

19

19

ABSENT-

SILENTNO STRESS

. NO ·sTRESS .

4.98**

n. s.
n. s.

n. s.

I • .001 degree of confidence.
•• • .05 degree ot confidence.
The data revealed that the mean interaction rate in
the Absent leader-Stresa experimental condition was over
twice as high as the Silent leader-No Stress exposure, and
markedly higher than the Silent leader-Stress, and the Absent
leader-No Stress exposures.

Additionally, the mean inter-

action rate or the Silent leader-Stress condition was
notably higher than the Silent leader-No Stress exposure.
The trend was not apparent in the comparison of the Silent
leader~Stress

and Absent leader-No Stress, and in the

Silent leader-No Stress and Absent leader-No Stress
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conditions.
The analysis or variance indicated that, statistically, d1tterences between the means were

h~ghly

significant .

Further apecit1c analysis revealed that .: the rate or interaction in the Absent ·1eader-Stress condition was significantly
higher in the twenty minute discussion than the Silent
leader-Streaa, the Absent leader-No Stress, and the Silent
leader-No Streaa cond1t1ona.

Additionally, interaction in

the Silent leader-Streaa condition was round to be a1gn1ficantly higher than the interaction or the Silent leader-No
Stress condition.

No statistically significant results were

discovered between the Silent leader-Stress and Absent
leader-No Stress, or

~etween

the Silent leader-No Stress and

Abs·ent leader-No Stress exposures •.
Summary ot Interaction Results
The obtained interaction data recorded by the interaction obs.e rve·r a were designed to teat three hypotl).e:!J°es or
the investigation:
(1) Subjects receiving the Absent leader-Stress
· exposure will rate highest in interaction.
(2) Subjects receiving the Silent leader-Stress and
subjects receiving the Absent leader-No Stress will rate
equally 1n interaction.
(3) Subjects receiving the Silent leader-No Stress
exposure will rate lowest in interaction.
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The results of this investigation fully supported
the first two hypothese-s and partially supported the third
hypothesis.

Participants 1n the Absent leader-Stress

condition rated highest in interaction to the one per cent
level

or

confidence in relation to all three or the other

conditions.
the Silent
exposures.
confidence

No significant difference was round between
le~der-Stresa

and the Absent leader-No Stress

Significance at the five per cent level or
We.3

indicated between the Silent leader-Stress

and the Silent leader-No Stress conditions.

However, the

results between the Absent leader-No Stress and the Silent
leader-No Stress conditions were not statistically significant.
Through their research in small group interaction,
both Wood (1965) and Wheatley (1966) noted that the presence
or the leader tended to reduce the interaction or the group.
Those conclusions were only partially
investigation.

supporte~

in this

Additionally, Lanzetta (1952) concluded

that the imposition or stress similar to that used in this
investigation arrected an increase in the group interaction.
Similar conclusions could be 'drawn from this investigation .
SWllD&rl or Reaults
Data obtained from the various experimental conditions were analyzed to determine the errects

or

leader

presence and externally imposed stress upon small group
sentiment and inter.action.

Data obtained rrom the post-
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session questionnaire subJected to analysis or variance to
determine differences in mean responses relating to sentiment.
Secondly, data obtained by direct observation through the
use or interaction obser•ers were also treated by means of
analysis or variance to determine whether significant differences existed between the experimental conditions in
interaction.
The complet.e d analyses indicated that little
differences existed between conditions in terms of subjects'
sentiment, but that highly significant differences existed
in the relative group interactions.

The differences exist-

ing between the various conditions on the variables or
sentiment and interaction are su111Darized below.
Sentiment
Participants in all tour experimental conditions
seemed to rate equally in term.a or sentiment.

No significant

differences were found between the experimental exposures
in terms or participants' reeling accepted in their groups;
being understood by their groups; willingness or subjects to
help determine group goals and perception of other members'
willingness; the subjects' reeling or competitiveness in the
group; the atmosphere or the group; the meaningfulness or
the session to the participants; willingness of subjects to
return to their groups at another time; and the morale of
the groups exposed to the various conditions.

The only

significant differences noted was in relation to whether
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the subjects felt they could have gained more from the
session in another group.

At that point the imposition of

stress produced a significant errect at the five per cent
leve 1 or confidence.
Interaction
Participants in the Absent leader-Stress condition
rated highest in interaction while participants in the Silent
leader-No Stresa condition rated lowest.

Participants in

the Absent leader-No Stress and the Silent leader-Stress
conditions interacted equally.

Highly significant differences

were noted between the Absent leader-Stress condition and
each or the other three conditions.

Additionally, a signi-

ficant difference was round between the interaction in the
Silent leader-Stress and the Silent leader-No Stress conditions.

No significant differences were round between the

Silent leader-Stress and Absent leader-No Stress; or between
the Absent leader-No Stress and Silent leader-No Stress
conditions.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Swnmary
The effectiveness of small group discussion has long
been the · concern or researchers and scholars.

However,

experimental research toeuaing on the inner-feelings or participants is scant.

Little attention has been directed to-

ward the effects leader presence and imposed stress have on
the sentiment and interaction or participants 1n a group.
Thia investigation was designed to experimentally compare
the effects ot leader presence and imposed moderate stress

or

upon small, problem-solving group discuasion,' in terms
sentiment and interaction.

Seventy-tour students enrolled at Eastern Illinois
Uni •ersi ty constituted the aubjeeta ror the a.t udy.

Sixteen

groups or rour to rive members were assigned to tour experimental conditions.
All groups worked for twenty-minutes on the solutions
to a series of deductive thought problems.
re~i

Each group also

ved the· appropriate variables during discussion.

Leader

I

presence was introduced aa an independent variable, as was
externally imposed moderate. stress, in a 2 X 2 factorial
design.

At the end or this period, the groups were asked

to complete the post-session questionnaire.
In this particular

inveat~gation,

sentiment and
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interaction were selected as important keys to understanding
the group process and effectiveness.

The sentiment or the

subjects was measured through their .marking a .post-session
questionnaire which elicted information concerning their
attitudes toward their group session and fellow group members.
Interaction was measured by trained interaction observers
who counted the number or utterances per member in each
group.
Theore·ttcal I11p11cat1ons
The experiment supplied in.formation concerning six
hypotheaes that were formulated tor purposes or the 1nvestigat1on.

'

Certain specific implications or the study can be

seen by considering the findings aa they relate to the six
hypotheses.
Hypothea1s # 1:

Subjects receiving the Absent

leader-No Streaa exposure will rate higheat 1n sentiment.
Hypothesis I 2:

Subjects receiving the Absent

leader-Stress and subjects receiving the Silent leader-No
Stress e·x pos·urea· will rate· equally in sentiment.
Hypothesis I 3:

Subjects receiving !!'!!_ Silent

leader-Stress exposure will rate lowe.at in sentlment.
The reaulta

or

this inveatigation approached but

did not statistically support the above hypotheses.

When

conditions were compared on the basis ·o r numerical score,
the Absent leader-No Stress condition showed the highest

mean response; the Silent leader-No Stress condition revealed
the second-highest mean response; the Absent leader-Stress
condition showed the ·third-highest mean response; and,
finally, the Silent leader-Stress condition rated lowest in
sentiment mean reasponse •· Howe.v er, the analysis or variance
revealed that these acorea were not significant.
Hypothesis I 4:

Subjec·ta receiving the "Ab"se·n t
I

-

leader-s·t re·a s ·e xposure will rate highest in interactton •
.

.

The ·rindings
this hypothesis.

or

this investigation directly supported

Subjects in the Absent leader-Stress con-

dition rated highest in interaction.

Furthermore, thes·e

subjecta more than doubled the inte·ract1on rate or the
subjects in the Silent leader-No Stress condition, and were
markedly

h~gher

than the inter.a ction rates· or subjects in

the Silent leader-Stress and Absent leader-No Stress conditions.

Statistical analysis indicated that when compared

to the other three. conditions, subjects in the Absent leaderStreas condition rated aign1t1cantly higher in all comparisons to the one per cent level or confidence.
Hypothesis I 5;

Subjects rec'e 1v1ng the Silent

leader-Stress and subjects· receiving the· Absent leader-No
Stress expo·surea will rate eguall7 in interaction.
This hypothesis was supported by the results or the
experiment.

SubJects in the Silent leader-Stress and the

Absent leader-No Stress conditions had no statistically sig-
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nificant variance between their rates of interaction.
Numerically, these conditions ranked second and third in
relation to the other conditions.
Hypothesis I 6:

SUbjecta rece1Ying the Silent

leader-No Stress exposure will rate rowest in interaction.
Data obtained and analyzed in this investigation
approached, but did not tully support this hypothesis.

By

numerical score, 1ubJec·ta in the Silent leader-No Stress
condition produced the lowest mean interaction rate.
Additionally, a1gn1t1cance at the five per cent level of
confidence was round between the interaction rate or subjects
in the Silent leader-No Stress and the Silent leader-Stress
conditions.

However, the hypothesis was not supported due

to the result that those subjects in the Silent leader-No
Stress exposure did not rate significantly lower than subjects in the Absent leader-No Stress exposure.
Summary
The following conclusions were reached by an examination of the data:
(1) No significant differences in sentiment were
found between the four conditions, although the numerical
scores

or

the subjects in the Absent leader-No Stress condi-

tion seemed highest on this variable and subjects' scores in
the Silent leader-Stress exposure seemed lowest.
( 2) Subjects receiving the Absent leader-Stres·s
exposure were highest in interaction.
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(3) Subjects

rece1v1~g

the Silent leader-Stress and

the Absent leader-No Stres·s exposures rated equally in interaction.
('4)

Subjects in the Silent leader-No Stress con-

d1 ti on rated lowe.s t in interaction, but not significantly
lower than the Abs.e nt leader-No Stress subjects.
Although it can only be interred at the· present
time, the presence

or

a leader did not seem to have an

appreciable ert'ect upon the group sentiment, as suggested
by

previous researchers.

Stress, also te·l l short in 1 ts

impact upon group sentiment.

Possible reasons behind the

lack or sentiment errect by the two independent variables
are four-fold.

First, subjects may not have perceived the

assigned leader as an actual leader.

Second, subjects may

not haYe perceived the stress variable as important or
threatening .

Third, the particular problems may have pro-

duced an uncontrolled effect on the attitudes of the participants which was not expected through preliminary research.
Responses to poat-aeasion questionnaire items
eleven and twelve indicate that participants in all tour
experimental conditions had high opinions or their ability
to solve the problems and the quality or the solutions
reached.

Finally, and fourth, although the group sentiment

was generally better than neutral, subJ.e cts, on the whole,
may have been apathetic toward the two imposed variables.
However, stress did make an impact in terms or felt relevance
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or the session.
Stress appeared to be the most demonstrative independent variable in the .study.

In terms of interaction, it

appeared to have a more definite impact than did leader
presence, although both clearly affected the groups.
dence

or

Evi-

this higher impact is shown in the comparison or the

Silent leader-No Stress and the Absent leader-No Stress exposures.

The results ot that comparison proved insignificant

and therefore suggests that leader presence did not carry
its expected erreet on the groups, while the conditions using
imposed stress proved

h~ghly

significant in all but one

comparison.
Wood {1965) round that in hi• research, interaction
was highest in those groups which had no leader (Wood, 1965,
p. 116).

Wheatley (1966) indicated that in his research

the leaderless groups, analogous to the absent leader in
this study, interacted notably higher than conditions where
the leader was present, participated, and/or supervised in
the group discussion (Wh•atley, 1966, p. 111).

Sim.i larly,

this investigation indicated a parallel conclusion, but only
when stress was imposed along with the leader.

Without the

imposition or stress, leader presence made little ditterence
on the group interaction.:
Lanzetta (1952). noted a marked increase in group
interaction in conditions where he imposed moderate stress
(Lanzetta, 1952, pp. 156-157).

This investigation found
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similar results.

Subjects in ccnd1t1ona where stress was

imposed clearly exceeded their expected increase in interaction.
Practieal ;I!pl1cat1ona
Extr•• eaution abo\lld be exereiaed 1n generalizing

troa the reaulta ot a

ai~gl•

experimental 1nvest1gat1on.

Many additional i-eaearoh 1nvaat1gat1Qna are needed to tully
explore

~he

peaaible erteeta ot

moderate atl'eas

~'on

lea~er

presence and/or

the 1nner-teel1ngs and behavior

sall group participants.

er

Should t\lture atudies support

the reaulta or this 1nv••t1gat1on, the prac·t ical 1mplieat1ona

m&y b• or val\Mt

~o

The tindinga

leader• in the "n•tural" group setting.

ot this 1nveat1gat1on suggest that the

presence or a le..4er baa no. appree1able errect upon the
sentiment

or a group aa

questionnaire.

~vealed

by the poat-aeaaion

The leader 119.1 remain .or · 1.~ve,· depending on

hi• or her interpretation

or

th•

ait~tion' racing the group,

witho\lt being overly ooneernec1 about the level or aentiment
within the group participants.
Another important 1mpl1cat1en
concern• the i11Poaition or stress.

or

this 1nv••t1gat1on

In a "natural" gz-oup

setting, the leader . ., choose to impose atreaa on the group
to -.Jc• them interact l*Ore, but without worry or arrecting

their sentiment reaponaea to the situation.
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Suggest1·o ns tor Further Study
An examination

or

the findings or this investigation

suggests at least two areas for future research.

These

areas could be summarized as:
(1) Research concerning the measurement or the
effectiveness or small. group participants.
(2) Research concerning "natural" group settings.
The Measurement or the Effectiveness of Small Group
P·a rticipants
Although this investigation railed to note any
significant differences in sentiment as a result or the introduction or leader presence and moderate stress, further
research is needed to support or contradict these

findi~gs.

The results or this investigation suggest a trend toward
confirming the hypotheses.

Further research, which more

clearly isolates leader presence, is needed to clarify that
trend.

Other types or problems may create a more conducive

situation in which to test leader presence and stress on
group sentiment.

Also, objective methods of measuring group

activity--enabling that quality of group effectiveness to be
included realistically in reaearch--may also prove helpful
in studying leader presence and stress.
Further research concerning group interaction should
also be conducted.

An investigator could readily combine

the "utterance count" method, used in this study, and the

10
"content" method used by Bales and others, and thereby
promote a more unified body or research or small group
dynamics.

The questions can be asked, "What causes the

interaction levels or participants?

Do they interact pri-

marily because or some externally imposed source; an internal source; or a combination or the two?

What errect, if

any, do the levels or sentiment and activity have upon the
rate and content

or

participants' inter.a ction? n

"Natural" Setting Investigations
Both Wood (1965) and Wheatley (1966) noted that
small group research should be conducted in "natural" groups.
This study suggests a similar approach.

Ir this method or

research were transferred to groups formed in the "real"
sense (and who were motivated by the promise or rewards or
the threat or punishment, as is usually the case in the
"real world"), would the members perceive the leader more
definitely?

Would thia perception result in leader preaence

having a greater impact on the dynamics or the group?

Ir

the problems were also more "real," would this increase the
effects of leader presence?

Methods should be developed

which would allow ror these types or studies.
Similar suggestions can be made concerning the role
stress plays in small group erreetiveness, in terms
sentiment, interaction

and activity.

or

What would be the

effects or stress upon a "natural" group attempting to solve
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a "real" problem or reach a "real" decision?

Data obtained

from investigations such as these could provide those
implicated in small group situations with

knowle~ge

and

insight or the errectiveness or small groups, and how
to elicit desired results from those groups.

APPENDIXES
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APPENDIX A
FUNCTIONS
(Silent leader-Stress)
1.

Present

2.

Provides instructions at the beginning or each session.
(Outlined in your eo1111ent1 on p~ge two.)

3.

Begins the imposi'tion or stress.

~.

Remains silent throughout the problem-solving discussion.

duri~g

all phases or the group discussion.

(a)

Answer.s no questions asked

(b)

orrera no suggel!tions pertaining to
the discussion.

or

by

the subjects.
any

phase or

5.

Collects task solutions
end of the time limit.

6.

Leaves the experimental room iDllled1ately after collecting
the solutions.

the group discussion at the

(Note: The experimenter will enter the room, distribute and
collect the measuring instrument after the leader has left
the experimental room.)
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APPENDIX B

PUN CT IONS
(Silent leader.-NO: s ·t reaa)
1.

Present during all phaaea ot the group discussion.

2.

Provides instructions at the beginning or each session.
(Outlined in your comments on page two.)

3.

Remains silent throughout the problem-solving discussion.
(a)

Answers no questions asked by the subjects.

(b)

orrers no augge•tions pertaining to any phase or
the discussion.

4.

Collects task solutions or the group diacuaaion at the
end or the time limit.

5.

Leaves the experimental room immediately atter collecting
the aolut1orus.

(Note: The experimenter will enter the room, d1atr1bute and
collect the measuring instrument after the leader has left
the experimental room.)
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APPENDIX C
PUNC.TIONS

(Absent leader-Stress)
l.

Present only at the beginning and end or the group
discussion.

2.

Provides instructions at the beginning or each session.
(Outlined in your coJIJllents on page two.)

3.

Begins the impos1 tion

4.

Leaves the experimental room immediately following the
conclusion or instruction and imposition or stress.

5.

Returns to the experimental room at the end or the
session and collects. the task solutions or the group
discussion.

6.

Leaves the experimental room immediately following the
collection or the solutions.

ot streaa.

(Note: The experimenter will enter. the room, distribute and
collect the measuring instrument arter the leader has left
the experimental room tor the second time.)
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APPENDIX D
FUNCTIONS
("Absent ie·ader-No Stress)
1.

Present only at the beginning and end or the group
discussion.

2.

Provides instructiona at the 'beginning or each session.
(Outlined in your conunenta on .. page two.)

3.

Leaves the experimental room immediately tollowing the
conclusion or instruction.

4.

Returns to the experimental rooa at the end or the
session and collects the task aolutions or the group
discussion.

5.

Leaves the experimental room immediately following the
collection or the .s olutions.

(Note ; The experimenter will enter the room, distribute and
collect the measuring instrument after the leader has left
the experimental room for the second time . )
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APPENDIX E
INTRODUCT-ION
(Pleaae Read to Subjects)
Thank you for

comi~g.

You are undoubtedly wondering

why you have . be.en asked to report here this afternoon.

Since

problem-solving group discussions are playing an increasingly
important role in society. Eastern Illinois University and
the Department or Speech are interested in finding out Just
how the students or this school approach such tasks.

Sub-

sequently, cross-sections of the student population have
been selected to participate in problem-solving group discussions.

Your honest efforts here, today, will provide us

with some valuable information with which we can study our
own situation and possibly find new and better methods of
teaching to meet the changing needs or our students.
Before you consider the problems you will discuss,
let me briefly explain my reasons for being here this afternoon.
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APPENDIX F
LEADERSHIP COMMENTS
(Silent)
(Please Read to Subjects)
I am a member or the faculty or the Department or
Speech.

As a member, alao, ot the Discussion Interest Group,

I have been selected to aerve as your leader during today's
session.

I hope that the administration and I will gain

insights from your participation in today's discussion.
During the session I only want to observe your
methods or solving the problems, and listen to your comments.
Therefore, I will not actually take part in your discussion.
Subsequently, I will not answer any questions you may have
about the problems or provide suggestions ror solutions.
In front or you, you will each find a booklet
turned race-down.

Turn it over now, but do not start

reading it until I tell you to so.

Here are your in-

structions concerning the discussion, listen carefully.
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APPEND.IX G
LEADERSHIP COMMENTS
(Absent)'
(Please Re.a d to Subjee.t s)
I am a member or the faculty
Speech.

As

or

the Dep·artment or

a member, also, ·:-of the Discussion Interest Group,

I have been selected to serve as your leader during today's
session.

I hope that the administration and I will gain

insights from your participation in t .od&)'' s di1cuss1on.
I will give you the problems ror discussion and
return later to pick up your results.

Here are your instruc-

tions concerning the discussion, listen carefully.
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APPENDIX H
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROBLEMS
(Stress)
(Please Read to Subjects)
1.

Your goal is to solve all or the following problems
through group discussion. Consider each· solution a
group errort. Peel tree. .to speak as otten as you want.

2.

There is one, and only one, correct set or answers to
each problem.

3.

The solutions to the problems muat haT• the consensus or
the group (i.e. all meabera or the group auat agree on
the solution,) before the aolut1ona are entered on the
anawer sheet-.

~.

Record the solutions to each problem Carter the members
or the group agree on it) on tbe separate answer sheet
provided.
DO KOT MARK ON THE PROBLEM BOOKLET

5.

You will haYe a time limit in which to complete the
problems. Time will be marked from this tape recorder.
It is not recording your diacuasion.

6.

Now let us consider the first problem.
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APPENDIX I
INSTRUCTIONS POR PROBLEMS

(Please Read to Subj.e cta)
1.

Your goal is to eolye .a ll or the following problems
through group discussion. Con.s i·der. each· soluti.o n a
group effort . Feel tree .to speak as often as you want.

2.

There is one, and only one, correct set or answers to
each problem.

3.

'.l'he solutions to the problems must ·h ave the consensus or
the group (1.e. all members or the group must agree on
the solution) before the solutions are entered on the
answer sheet.

4.

Record the aolutions to each problem Carter all of the
group members agree on it) on the sep.a rate· answer sheet
provided.

DO NOT MARK ON .THE PROBLEM BOOKLET

5.

Now let us consider the first problem.
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APPENDIX

J .

THE PROBLEMS
1.

In a certain bank the positions or cashier, manager,
and teller are held by Brown., Jones, and Smith, though
not nece3sar1ly respectively.
The teller, who is an only child, earns the least.
Smith, who married Brown's sister, earns more than
the manager.

WHAT POSITION DOES EACH MAN FILL?
2.

Clark, Daw, and Fuller make their living as carpenter., painter, and plumber, though not nec.e ssarily
re~pectively.

painter recently tried to get the carpenter to
do some work ror him, but was told that the
carpenter was out doing aome remodeling tor the
plumber.
The plumber makes more money than the painter.
Daw makes more money than Clark.
Fuller has never heard or Daw.
The

WHAT IS EACH MAN'S OCCUPATION?

3.

Clark, Jones, Morgan, and Smith are tour men whose
occupations are butcher, druggist, grocer, and policeman,
though not necessarily respectively.
Clark and Jones are neighbors and take turns driving
' each other to work.
Jones makes more money than Morgan.
Clark beats Smith regularly at . bowling.
The butcher always walks to work.
The policeman does not live near the druggist.
The only time the grocer and the policeman ever met
was when the policeman arrested the grocer ror
speeding.
The policeman makes more money than the druggist or
the grocer.
WHAT IS EACH MAN'S OCCUPATION?
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4.

In a certain department store the position or buyer,
cashier, clerk, floorwalker, and manager are held,
though not neces.s arily res.p ectively, by Miss Ames, Miss
Brown, Mr. Conroy, Mr. Davis, and Mr. Evans.
The cashier and the manager were roommates in college.
The buyer is a bachelor.
Evans and Miss Amea have had only business contacts
with each other.
Mrs. Conro1 was greatly disappointed when her husband told her that the manager had refused to
give him a raise.
Davis is going to be the 'b est man when the clerk
and the cashier are married.
WHAT POSITION DOES EACH PERSON HOLD?

5.

The Smith ramilJ, which consists or Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, their son, Mr. Sra1th's sister, and Mrs. Smith's
father, has for years dominated the community life or
Plainaville. At the present time, the five members of
the family hold among themselves the position or grocer,
lawyer, postmaster, preacher, and teacher in the little
town.
The lawyer and the teacher are not blood relatives.
The grocer is younger than her sister-in-law but
older than the teacher.
The preacher, who won his letter playing football
in college, ia older than the postmaster.
WHAT POSITION DOES EACH MEMBER OF THE PAMILY HOLD?
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APPENDIX K

ANSWER SHEET
NOTE:

1.

List the group's solutions to the problems here
after the appropriate .q ue.stions. The questions
correspond to thO.e asked atter each of the
problems.

WHAT POSITION DOES EACH
MAN FILL?

is the
is the

is the

2.

WHAT IS EACH MAN'S
OCCUPATION?

is the

is the
is the

3.

WHAT IS EACH MAN'S
OCCUPATION

is the
is the

is the
is the

4.

WHAT POSITION DOES EACH
PERSON HOLD?

is the

is the
is the
is the
is the

(Continued on next page)
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5.

WHAT POSITION DOES EACH
MEMBER OF THE FAMILY HOLD?

is the
. . . ..

is the

. . .

is the

is the

18 the
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APPENDIX L
INTERACTION OBSERVATION CHART

Group fl.

Exposure:

Leader :
Date:
TOTAL INTERACTIONS:

Observer :

Time:

SSt

SN

ASt

AN
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APPENDIX M
POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE
FINAL DATA SHEET
Indicate your honest reactions to the following questions
by placing an X anywhere along the line at the point that
best represents your feelings.
1.

To what extent did you reel understood by your fellow
group members?
not at all

2.

somewhat

a lot

completely

very little

somewhat

a lot

completely

very little

somewhat

a lot

completely

very little

somewhat

a lot

completely

To what extent did you reel other group members were
competing with you?
not at all

7.

very little

To what extent did you feel you were competing with
other group members?
not at all

6.

completely

Did the other group members seem willing to help the
group attain its goals?
not at all

5.

a lot

Were you willing to help the group attain its goals?
not at all

4.

somewhat

To what extent did you reel accepted by the group?
not at all

3.

very little

very 11 ttle

somewhat

a lot

completely

How would you characterize the "atmosphere" in your group?
hostile

"apathetic

neutral

pleasant

very friendly
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8.

Was the

se~sion

not at all
9.

meaningful to you?

very little

somewhat

a lot

completely

Frankly, if you had time, wo.u ld you like to return to
rurther sessions wi.t h 'the· same. group?

---

definitely would return
strong desire to return
reel neutral about it

--- . fairly

strong desire not to return

definitely do not want. to return
10.

Do you reel you would have gained more from the session
in another ·gro~'T
not at all

11.

somewhat

a lot

completely

How would you rate your group•s ability to solve its
problems?
poor

12.

very little

rair

average

How would you rate the quality
by your group?

poor

rair

.average

excellent

or

superior

the solutions reached

excellent

superior
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APPENDIX N
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

x2AS •

XAS •

-2

XANs•

XANs•

~s·

xss •

-2

xsNs•

XsNs•

-2

XrroT•

XToT•

~x2

•

•
3

5.roT• - - - - -

SSbg •

N1Mi +

N 2 ~ + N 3 M~ + N 4 M~ -

•
•
SSbg • - - - - -

SSbg • S3.roT SSwg •

-----

dfbg • k - 1
dfbg •

--

dfwg • N - k

dtwg •

SS~g

NTOTMTOT
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APPENDIX N (Continued)
MSbg • S1bg
d bg

•
MSbg •

MSwg • SSwg
dfwg

•
MSwg •

F •
F

D

p •

M~bg

M wg

-----
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to determine
the effects or leader pres·e nce and moderate stress upon
sentiment and interaction in small groups.

Seventy-tour

students were selected from the required ,speech course at
Eastern Illinois University to serve as subjects.
subjects were aaaigned to sixteen groups,

rangi~g

These
from four

to five members per. group.
Silent and absent leadership, imposed stress and
no stress were introduced to the groups through a
factorial design.

2 X 2

In one condition (N • 18) the group

leader provided instructions and then remained silent during
group interaction, and moderate stress--an announced time
barrier--was introduced to the group.

In another condition

(N • 19) the leader remained silent during group interaction,

but no stress was imposed.

In a third exposure

(N •

18) the

leader was not present during group interaction, and moderate
stress was imposed.

In the fourth variation (N • 19) the

leader was not present during interaction and no stress was
imposed.
All the groups were exposed to twenty minutes or
problem-solving discussion with the leader initiating the
appropriate style of leadership and stress .

Each group

attempted to provide solutions to the same set of deductive
thought problems.

Each group received the same introductory

instructions and the appropriate comments concerning style of

leadership and stress.
Sentiment data were obtained by twelve items on a
post-session questionnaire that explored the feelings of the
participants about group atmosphere, willingness to contribute to group goals, competition, and group morale.

Inter-

action information was gathered by trained interaction
observers who recorded the. utterances of each group participant.
The results indicated the following :

(1) although

by numerical examination the Absent leader-No Stress exposure revealed the highest level of sentiment and the
Silent leader-No Stress exposure revealed the lowest level,
these differences were not statistically significant; (2)
subjects in the Absent leader-Stress exposure rated highest
in interaction; (3) subjects receiving the Silent leaderStress exposure and subjects receiving the Absent leader-No
Stress exposures rated equally in interaction ; and (4)
subjects receiving the Silent leader-No Stress exposure
rated lowest in interaction, but not significantly lower
than subjects in the Absent leader-No Stress exposure.

